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By successive differentiation, we have
U =«3-2a;-5,
V = 3^-2 ,
U"=6x,
U'"= 6.
A real root of the equation evidently lies near to the number 2; and
for * = 2 we have
- U = l, U'=10, U"=12, U'"=6;
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= 2*0945513, which is true to the last figure.
These examples will serve to show the practical utility of the for-
mula, which may with unfailing efficacy be similarly applied to all
kinds of problems. It is, however, in the numerical solution of com-
plicated and otherwise unmanageable equations that the value of the
method will be most conspicuous. All complication is entirely got rid
of so soon as the successive numerical values are obtained by direct
computation.
Remarh on the preceding Paper. By A. DE MORGAN, ESQ., F.R.A.S.
Having seen Mr. Woolhouse's Paper before it was publicly read, I
arrived at an independent establishment of the development which is,
in the Paper, deduced from the known series for reversion. This mode
of establishment is also an extension; though it is hardly to be ex-
pected that any extended application will be found desirable. At the
request of Mr. Woolhouse, I subjoin a short notice.
Let <f>(i> = <px + \^x, where \px will be small; and write fa, when con-
venient, for <px -f- ^ x. Assume x = w +1, which gives
-+u>=f<o.t+f"u>. ? + ....
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Find t in powers of —\pu) by common inversion, omitting 10 after/
for abbreviation, and writing /„ for /(n) : 2.3...W,
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a representation of/"J^w, OT oi f'1 (fio — ypui). Three terms will be
' more than sufficient.
Let ^aj+^cc be ax + bxz+... + kx,m+(p + qx+...+sxn)xn+1;
le t a == <px + 4>z be the equation to be solved, and let o = <px give
x = <o. The root of a = </>u> be ing known, <f>'a) is k n o w n ; call i t I.
: Expanding the above in powers of w, it is clear that the first three
terms will give all short of w3m+3; Mr. Woolhouse, by an entirely dif-
ferent method, stops at w8 when m = 2. Taking this case, we find
.a = aw + 6w2, a-j-26d> = */(<$-\-4iba) = I. And, writing down no more
.than necessary for w8 inclusive,
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For Z write 1; and, remembering that in this result al~l, hl~xt &o.
must be written for a, b, &c, we have
x = <D—cufi—ew*— (/— 3c2) w8 .
- (gf - 7ce+ic2) w6 - (7i - 8 c / - 4e2 + 12c3 + 2&ce) w?
:
 This result agrees entirely with that of Mr. Woolhouse.
The following Paper, read May 28th, 1868, could not be inserted in
the account of the Proceedings of that day:—
On some Geometrical Constructions.
By H. J. STEPHEN SMITH, F.R.S., Savilian Professor of Geometry
in the University of Oxford.
ART. 1. A conic A is said to circumscribe harmonically a conic B,
•when A circumscribes a triangle which is self-conjugate with regard to
B. Similarly, A is said to be inscribed harmonically in B, when A is
